ISAGA membership meeting notes 210122

Present are:
Sebastiaan Meijer, who will chair the meeting instead of EB Chair Heide (absent), Toshiko Kikkawa,
Hidehiko Kanegae, Shigehisa Tsuchiya Mieko Nakamura, Ryoyu (Roy) Hamada, Yusuka Tomoda,
Matyas Hatyandi, Birgit Zuern, Marieke de Wijse-van Heeswijk

1. Conferences
Sebas: Increased work in support by the board for conferences.
The last 2 conference have been challenging regarding deadlines, we have to be more clear in
future even though we know it is all voluntary work done by conference organizers. We will

evaluate these conferences, get learnings of it and in what way can we structure the process
around conferences so that deadlines are kept more without taking over the responsibilities
since the local organizer is in charge. We coach and ensure alignment, but the tendency is that
the EB has to do more and more. Managing of conferences during covid has not been easy
because you cannot plan ahead well the length and the consequences.
Everybody is talking about hybrid conferences, some have positive experiences but often it is
particularly challenging for people that are digitally connected. Boston was planned as a face
to face conference and later the hybrid option was added. Some experienced it being
successful some not positive. It is needed to ensure high quality conferences that serve the
community as important and steady meeting point for exchange within our community and
we value them highly.
2. Outreach activities
Newsletter appears with two month regularity.
Homepage well read 340 people visited, audience growing monthly.
Number of members is growing as well.
On the website there is a subscription possibility, and people do register.
Homepage is stable, content is available, plans to do more in future, in the next board we hope
to expand it when we have room in our tasks as board, we discuss this with the new board.

Summerschool
Birgit Zuern: we had a wonderful week, we first had a plan of 2 tracks but we had few
participants and then we focused on facilitation and evaluation. We had 6 participants who
were very enthusiastic and 4 teachers Friedrich Trautwein, Tobias Alf, Willy Kriz, Marieke de
Wijse. Results of the summer school will be presented at the La Rochelle conference. The
participants evaluated the summer school as highly valuable and helpful and all wish to
become part of the ISAGA community. The participants now know how to evaluate game
effects in different ways, have constructed and conducted evaluations and can use their new
learned skills in future research. We expect a conference paper will be made out of the results
so that the community as a whole can benefit from the newly developed evaluation tools with
measurements before, during and after the gameplay.
Gaming competition
Rioyu (Roy) Hamada reports a successful gaming competition consisting of 3 teams, 1 from
Japan, 2 from Taiwan. Japan team was face to face, all the teams had a 4 day game design
workshop. The teams presented the games via zoom to each other. The board thanks Roy very
much for his efforts and organizing this great event. Sebas: can we make links to the
conference or in the summer school on this nice event, how do we make possible that more
participants to take part in this competition.
Roy: yes that sounds like a good opportunity
Special interest groups update
SIG game science: the group under the lead of em prof klabbers is developing a publication on
fundamentals of game science
SIG facilitation: due to spreading of interests of its members and many different time zones
the group has decided to contact each other in sub groups and twice a year in Fall and Spring
as a whole group (there is a research group of facilitation effects with Friedrich Trautwein,

Tobias Alf and Marieke de Wijse) Some participants of the facilitation group joined the SIG
sustainability too. The fall meeting was about an exchange on theories regarding organization
structure and technology and how they influence player behaviour as to better discern unique
player behaviour.
SIG sustainability: is growing and flourishing, new members have joined, the group is now over
30 people and many join the monthly meetings. We work with google docs and miro so people
can catch on quickly. The aim is on getting blogs on sustainabilization of conventional games,
facilitation and effect measurement and contributing to the La Rochelle conference with a
workshop on these themes.
Birgit expresses her compliments on the regular newsletter, website and SIGs.
Financial report by treasurer Nettie Wester
Nettie presents the status of the finances and member administration. Here we have some
clear visualizations from the financial report Nettie constructed.
Finances are stable around 23.000, a convenient number, we can have a lot of activities

Expected cost to be spent in 2022 (we keep expenditures very limited and as low as possible)
are normal website cost, conference and summerschool support such as ConfTool and a

small allowance for covering summer school costs, SIG incentives (costs for SIG website),
member support where needed, and administative costs.

Nettie wants to urge people to pay their invoices, this saves a lot of time in sending reminders
and with this money we can do a lot of good things.
The 17 will be removed after one final reminder.
Nettie will provide more analytics from the members database if wanted

Voting of new board members

Via mentimeter the voting procedure starts: Everyone can assign 100 points over the various
candidates and the ones with the most votes have the positions. There are 6 candidates for 5 positions,
there have been times candidates were harder to find, this is a sign of a thriving community. Elena
cannot use menti from Russia but she can send it directly to Sebas and he will add her vote.
We had a short presentation of candidates to be elected. The sheets are attached
12 participants have voted, 13 were in the meeting

Birgit and Roy are the newly elected members to the EB. Nettie, Marcin and Sebas have received a
new term. We thank Hidehiko and Elena very much for their contributions and help in the past years.
We welcome Birgit and Roy to our regular board meetings and next time we will discuss the boards
approach for the next year.

The recurrent issue of the advisory council
Because we have so many honorary members., we leave it as it is.

Any other business or sharings
Toshiko: the journal, special issue around February on the contribution of Richard Duke to the
community. We still have a shortage of associate editors, currently they have to do 4-5 articles a year
and that is intended to be 3. We can include a call for AEs in the newsletter.

